
SLIDE : Opening slide of 1906 Puck cartoon, Vacation

Who is Theodore Roosevelt and why are we crowdsourcing his papers?

His various activities

Captured in his correspondence

An additional element to TR’s papers is that he sometimes wrote with the knowledge that his
letters would likely be published someday. So you are not only seeing a chronicle of his thoughts,
actions and opinions, but in some instances you may seeing TR in the curated way he wanted
posterity to see him.

Unlike many other presidents and historical figures, TR’s papers have not been the subject of a
thorough edited edition
• Some of the correspondence has been published in a targeted way (kids, etc.)
• The TR Center at Dickinson State University in North Dakota is working on

assembling a digital collection of TR-related materials
• Which is a significant undertaking for a subject who was as prolific a

writer as TR
• What we are able to crowdsource in the TR Papers at the Library of Congress will

be available for the public to use now, and then can be integrated into what the TR
Center is doing

• So two institutions will benefit from your labors, as well as researchers and the
interested public!

SLIDE : How did the TR Papers get to the Library of Congress

The title of the TR crowdsourcing campaign, “My great mass of papers,” leads to how the
Library of Congress acquired the collection

In December 1916, former president Roosevelt wrote to Librarian of Congress Herbert Putnam,
telling Putnam that he and Mrs. Roosevelt had discussed what to do with “my great mass of
papers,” particularly those from his presidential years

• Recognizing their historical importance, TR thought they ought to be in the
Congressional Library, as the LC was then commonly known

• This was before the days of the presidential libraries system, when a president’s
personal papers were theirs to do as they pleased

TR’s papers started arriving at the Library in early 1917, and the collection has been growing
through various means ever since.



And I must mention that wherever TR is, he is LOVING the fact that he is getting his own
targeted crowdsourcing campaign!

• Although he could poke fun at himself, he definitely liked to be the center of
attention. As his daughter Alice once quipped, he wanted to be the corpse at every
funeral, the bride at every wedding and the baby at every christening

• Peter Finley Dunne: “Alone in Cuba”

Let’s first discuss the material included in this project within the larger TR campaign

The larger TR campaign will focus on all of the series containing correspondence in the TR
Papers, both incoming and outgoing

But this specific project is concentrating just on Series 2, which contains Letterpress Copy Books

Series 2, Letterpress Copies
SLIDE : Directions in the copybook
Letterpress copies are not as familiar to people today as they would have been a century ago, so
let me take a few minutes to explain what they are and why they are important

What is it?
• It is a type of copy made of a letter or document before it was sent to the recipient

How is it made?
• Moistened tissue paper placed against the original document so that the ink will

absorb and transfer into the letterpress paper when the paper or letter press book is
literally pressed together.

SLIDE : Puck illustration with a press in the background and a patent 
Such a standard piece of office equipment that we can see it displayed in the background

in this Puck cartoon
Came in a variety of styles, including travel versions, and there are numerous patents for

improvements in the technology

SLIDE : Example from E. B. Washburne
Letterpress were often sold in bound volumes with preprinted numbers in the corner
So as we saw in the last illustration, the whole book could be put in the press and enough

pressure exerted to transfer the ink onto the moistened sheet

I wanted to show you an example of an open book, like this one from the E. B.
Washburne Papers to demonstrate a few points about letterpress copies:

• The reverse side comes into direct contact with the ink of the original document,
so the back side usually bears the stronger impression

• When the reverse side is available, you can digitally flip the image and it is
sometimes easier to read.

• The letterpress has to be tissue-paper thin so that the text is show right-way round



and can be read through the page
• The pages in this book were scanned with white paper backings to isolate the text

and make it easier to read. Without these backings you’d see the impressions of
the pages behind them.

SLIDE : Speak Softly and Carry a Big Stick
Why is the letterpress important for the TR Papers and for us to transcribe?
• It forms a critical record of at least a portion of TR’s outgoing correspondence, and

concentrates it within one collection.
• The original copies were sent to the recipients
• Those originals may still be among the papers of the recipients, if they are

available in a public institution, or even in private hands
• They may not have been preserved and no longer exist
• Or we just may not know the fate of each letter

Example: Speak Softly and Carry a Big Stick
• A phrase often associated with TR is “speak softly and carry a big stick”
• But in this letterpress copy of his January 1900 letter to Henry Sprague, we can

see that he didn’t originate it. 
• He wrote “I have always been fond of the West African proverb: ‘Speak softly and

carry a big stick; you will go far.”
• With this letterpress copy we document that

• It is the first time we know he used the phrase
• That he didn’t come up with it
• And that there is an extra clause on the end

Further, the letterpress copies allow us to access the text of TR’s outgoing correspondence in a
mass, rather than having to track down originals

And we have an example of this right in the Manuscript Division

SLIDE : TR to Putnam, send me some books
In 1902 TR had been in a serious carriage accident in which his leg was severely wounded.
During his recovery he continued to govern, including trying to resolve a coal strike.

In the midst of all this he wrote a letter to Librarian of Congress Herbert Putnam, which is
documented in letterpress in Series 2
• “As I lead, to put it mildly, a sedentary life for the moment I would greatly like some

books that would appeal to my queer taste. I do not suppose there are any histories or any
articles upon the early Mediterranean races. That man Lindsay who wrote about pre-
historic Greece has not put our a second volume, has he? Has a second volume of Oman’s
Art of War appeared? If so, send me either or both; if not, then a good translation of
Niebuhr and Monsen, or the best modern history of Mesopotamia. Is there a good history
of Poland?”



SLIDE : Side by side
But the original letter is contained in the Library of Congress Archives, so we can do a side-by-
side comparison

• The “White House” letterhead does not transfer
• The letterpress copy is on a numbered sheet contained in a bound volume
• The letterpress sheets are often considerably larger than the size of the original 

SLIDE : Book report 
TR was a voracious reader, and came back with a report 2 days later

“I owe you much! You sent me exactly the books I wished. I am now reveling in
Maspero and occasionally make a deviation into Sergies’ theories about the
Mediterranean races; and am girding up my loins to try to believe that the Greeks and
Romans in an infinitely remote past came from African instead of Asia, as I was taught in
my simple youth.

But I do not like the Poland. It is too short. I had wanted to look up some of the
details of the wars of Gustavus Adolphus with the Poles, as seen from the Polish
standpoint, and also some particulars of the Mongol invasion.

It has been such a delight to drop everything useful—everything that
referred to my duty—everything, for instance, relating to the coal strike and the
tariff, or the trusts, or my power to send troops into the mining districts, or my duty
as regards summoning Congress—and to spend an afternoon in reading about the
relations between Assyria and Egypt; which could not possibly do me any good and
in which I reveled accordingly; while my wife, who prefers belles-lettres, has read
Shakespeare, which she brought down, and Tennyson which Ethel brought down. I have
been reading Thackeray, Dickens, and Scott myself recently, and felt as if I simply
had to enjoy a few days of history.”

Unlike the first letter to Putnam contained in the LC Archives, the original is contained in
Herbert Putnam’s Papers in the Manuscript Division

SLIDE : Letterpress of the report
But thanks to the Letterpress series, the text of both outgoing letters are in the TR Papers
And we have access to content of both regardless of if we knew where the originals are.

SLIDE : Complement Correspondence in Series 1 or elsewhere
On June 5, 1901, Zedan Bradshaw of LaSalle, Illinois wrote to Vice President Theodore
Roosevelt about getting a military pension. Bradshaw’s spelling was a little creative; “RoseBelt”

TR responded on June 16, 1901, asking if Corporal Bradshaw had filed a claim with the Pension
Bureau, and if so, to send TR the number and he will follow-up on it.

How did I know?

SLIDE : Index and Finding aid on About Page



I consulted the name index, which is easily accessible from the “About this Collection” page on
the TR Project 1 site

SLIDE : Index and Finding aid

The index then showed me that there were only two pieces of correspondence involving a “Z
Bradshaw”

• One was the original letter I stumbled upon in Series 1
• The other was the retained letterpress copy of TR’s reply in Series 2

Then I opened the finding aid to find volume 29 of the letterpress series, and looked for p. 231,
which contains TR’s reply

You can do this in reverse if you have problems with the content of a letterpress copy and want
to check if the original letter is in the TR Papers to consult for context.

In this case the subject matter is pretty routine subject matter, but the two documents speak to
one another about the original inquiry and TR’s response.

SLIDE : Things to be aware of 
• Combination of typed text and handwritten additions or corrections
• Sometimes the ink is smeared or has bled, likely because of too much moisture in

the dampened letterpress paper. The text can be blurry as a result.

Things to be aware of: SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
• For a time TR promoted a type of simplified spelling that eliminated what were

considered unnecessary letters from words
• A little like text-speak we’re familiar with today
• But it means you will come across words that TR knew how to spell correctly, but

are rendered in simplified spelling
• For example, in this letter to his son Ted “thoroughly washed” is spelled with

fewer letters than we consider correct spelling. Transcribe it just as is.

You may also come across instances where the letterpress sheet was creased when the impression
was made, but straightened later on. This will separate the text where the crease had been.

SLIDE : Things to be aware of : TR can be very funny, blunt

• TR was a man of his time and his language and opinions will often reflect that.
You may encounter words or statements that are considered insensitive and
politically incorrect today

• He can also be very frank in his assessments of people, and very funny in his
statements and stories

• But there is so much of interest in the letterpress series! National and international
affairs, politics and political reform, literature, camping trips with John Muir,



sports, the natural world, hunting, the escapades of the 6 very active Roosevelt
children and the family’s menagerie of pets.

• Hopefully there is something for everyone in the letterpress series


